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APPENDIX 1 THE SMALLTALK TEXT EDITOR

For more detail on the text editor, see Chapter 3 of the User's Guide. .... The answers can be found on the following pages, but don't peek ... algorithm, performs several different types of operations (rules), and ...... Winston, P. H., 65 ... tested extensively at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), where it was used to let. 
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APPENDIX 1 THE SMALLTALK TEXT EDITOR



To replace a passage of text, select it by pressing the left button at the beginning of the passage and releasing it at the end. Then type the new passage. The first keystroke will delete the old passage. The middle-button pop-up menu contains the commands used to edit text. This menu is available wherever you can type text. again



do the last paste again, but in a new place. Find the next occurrence of the text that was pasted over last time. Replace that text.



undo



undo the last editing action (only works one command back and only if the selection has not moved).



copy



remember the text that is currently selected.



cut



remove the text that is currently selected.



paste



replace the selection with what was last cut, copied, or typed. *



do it



treat the current selection as Smalltalk code and evaluate it.



print it



treat the current selection as Smalltalk code, run it, and insert the result after the selection.



* Macintosh users should note that paste will not paste in the last thing typed. It must have been cut or copied. In this respect, the text editor in Apple's version of Smalltalk has been modified to be like the Macintosh text editor.
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accept



compile, link, and load the method (or class definition) in this window.



cancel



redisplays the text as it was at the time of the last accept (undoes all edits since the last accept).



format



pretty print the text for this method; in other words indent the program so it is easy to read. If you like the new form, choose accept afterwards. Does not work if you have changed the text since the last accept.



Spawn



creates a new browser, just for this method.



explain



inserts an explanation of the single thing that is selected. It has trouble if more than one "thing" is selected.



For more detail on the text editor, see Chapter 3 of the User's Guide.



APPENDIX 2 HOW TO TALK TO YOURSELF WHEN READING' SMALLTALK



As we mentioned above, some people feel the need to pronounce when writing programs. We have provided a Smalltalkese reading of



moveTower:from:to:using: and moveDisk:to:. moveTower: height from: fromPin to: toPin using: usingPin "Recursive procedure to move the disk at a height from one pin to another pin using a third pin" (height > 0) ifTrue: [ self moveTower: (height-1) from: fromPin to: usingPin using: toPin. self moveDisk: fromPin to: toPin. self moveTower: (height-1) from: usingPin to: toPin using: fromPin] "This comment gives an example of how to run this program. Select the following and choose 'do it' from the middle-button menu. (Object new) moveTower: 3 from: 1 to: 3 using: 2 The method for move-tower-from-to-using. The arguments are height, from-pin, to-pin, and using-pin. (A recursive procedure to move the disk at a height from one pin to another pin using a third pin.) Height is greater than zero, if true, send yourself move-tower with height minus one, from from-pin, to using-pin, using to-pin. Send yourself move-disk from from-pin to to-pin. Send yourself move-tower with height minus one, from using-pin, to to-pin, using from-pin. Return self ("return self" is the "amen" of Smalltalk). This benediction is implicitly at the end of every method.
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HOW TO TALK SMALLTALK



moveDisk: fromPin to: toPin "Move a disk from a pin to another pin. Print the results in the transcript window" Transcript cr. Transcript show: (fromPin printString,' -> ', toPin printString). The method for move-disk-to. The arguments are from-pin and to-pin. (Move a disk from a pin to another pin. Print the results in the transcript window.) Transcript carriage return. Transcript show frompin's print string, concatenated with the string for a little arrow, concatenated with to-pin's print string. (This program is not actually doing anything about moving the disks!) Return self (Amen).



APPENDIX 3 METHODS MISSING FROM THE APPLE LEVEL 0 IMAGE



Early versions of the Level 0 Smalltalk system for the Macintosh 512K have some methods missing. The Level 0 system is a cut-down version of Apple's Level 1 system (which is for machines with a megabyte of memory or more). A few classes and many messages were removed to make a small system. The programs in this book happen to use two methods that were taken out, as well as one that was changed. Please follow the directions below to install the missing methods, and then return to denning the method hanoi in Chapter 3. (1) Enter area A of the browser and scroll to the category Interface-Browser. It is above Kernel-Objects and is the fourth Interface- category. Select Interface-Browser by clicking on it. (2) Select MessageCategoryListView in area B. (Area B may not be wide enough to see all of the name. Of the two names that begin MessageCategoryLi..., select the second one.) (3) In area C, the system automatically selects As yet unclassified. Choose list: in area D. (4) In area E, all you need to do is add the word self and a space to the beginning of the last line. The change is underlined below. list: anArray "Refer to the comment in ListView|list:" super list: anArray. (anArray ~= nil and: [anArray size =1]) ifTrue: [Selection 
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way, we must tell you that License 2 has a new name for the ..... code files, format of, 43 ..... "Smalltalk-80 is a registered trademark of the Xerox Corporation.
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Letters to the editor 1 

Jun 11, 2013 - safe only if the application time is short. [3], and this has ... less safety for the patient. Competing ... Internet J Surg 2004: 5 (2). B. Maroy, MD.
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Letter to the Editor 

coefficient (AK = 3.6), much larger than the average extinc- tion determined by ... no CO absorption but emission lines in agreement with a hot massive main ...
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Letters to the Editor 

respect to neck pain, headache, &c is hardly surprising. Nor is the finding unexpected that none of the accident victims had persistent or disabling symptoms ...
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Smalltalk 

The ball bounces off the sides, bricks, and paddle in a conventional fashion. ...... characters), and graphic elements (such as rectangular areas, drawing pens, ...... to a Smalltalk system, these chapters can be used as a hands-on tutorial about.
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The Object Editor 

May 28, 2004 - OCL is some kind of query language. â€¢ Model transformation languages support queries. â€¢ OCL -> MTL ! Main repository weaknesses: â—‹ Lower ...
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Appendix 1 - Gael Grenouillet 

selected from the literature (we indicated whether the traits were categorical or numerical). We synthesize those 17 traits performing a PCA on a Gower distance ...
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Category Text Editor - ZX-81's web site 

Apr 12, 2009 - It permits to edit even huge text file, in both dos and unix mode, using iso8859-1 (8bits) ... read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.
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Text 1 Enabling China 

Text 1. Enabling China. The New York Times, July 24th 2011. American technology companies are eager to do business in China, sometimes too eager.
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Letter to the Editor .fr 

hymena and Paramecium is composed of two structur- of Drosophila. The genome of P. tetaurelia is similar in ally and functionally differentiated types of nuclei.
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letters to the editor - Research 

always very accurate, resulting in particular in a vanishing flexor knee moment of ... muscle mass) would have, if forcible muscle fibre stretching in the biarticular ...
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SOFT 968 Appendix VII (Text VDU Control Codes) 

Make the current position legal then move up one line. 12. FF. 0. Clear the current window and move the current position to the top left corner (see TXT CLEAR.
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4 The Text VDU 

Control code buffer. Text VDU indirections. ... characters. It is obviously a good idea to prevent windows that are being used from overlapping. If they are allowed.
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Letter to the Editor - GERONTOPREVENTION 

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is a common disease in hospitalized elderly patients. Low molecular weight heparin. (LMWH) prophylaxis has been ...
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Download the whole text 

express my thoughts in these brief passages. First, that Truth is the best boone God ever gave the World : there is nothing in the World, World, any further than ...
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4 The Text VDU 

The Text VDU is a character based screen driver. It controls 8 different streams each of which can have an area of screen allocated to it (a window). The Text ...
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SOFT 968 Appendix VII (Text VDU Control Codes) 

Character values in the range 0-31 sent to the main Text VDU output routine (TXT. OUTPUT) do not produce a character on the screen, but are interpreted as ...
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Chapter 2 Text â€“ â€œThe Good Samaritansâ€œ Task 1 Anticipation The text 

une bourse, une allocation:a grant rÃ©gler (familier) to fix avoir tant ... n) Vocabulary comprendre, saisir to grasp faire comprendre to make them think hurler to yell.
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APPENDIX 

Special rights. 33%. - Some interest. 47%. 1,7%. B5. In your opinion, do some species like dolphins, whales, sharks, turtles deserve : - No special consideration.
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The Editor - Radio Waves International 

Oct 1, 2016 - â€œThe Night John Harford opened For Usâ€�. (Raison D'Etre) .... â€œSomewhere In Virginia In The Rainâ€� (Jack Blanchard Misty Morgan). â€œYou Can ...
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Microsoft Photo Editor - 1.tif - Matthieu Benoit 

P = a, Parity. The value of a can be E for even parity, O for odd parity, N for no parity. W = n.1. Word size. The value of NI is the word size in bits: 5, 6,. 7, or 8.
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Smalltalk Exercises 

Nov 6, 2005 - And many others (please contact stef to update the list) Main Editor: S. Ducasse ..... Hints: it may be appropriate to define another method square that draws a square ... To check if your hierarchy makes sense here is a guideline: It s
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Smalltalk Exercises 

Nov 6, 2005 - 2.6 HotelReservation . ..... MDSI/4916 Ch12 FINAL.pdf. .... basic system: the complete compiler, parser classes, GUI framework, development environment, debugger, ..... a category (a folder containing the classes of your project). .... 
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Appendix to the Final Report 

Google, Yahoo, Microsoft and other consortia have large projects for digitizing books in major university research libraries. It is not yet clear how such projects ...
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